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what kind of people do you think i am? i think i have to be pretty eccentric to think
that a +40dbfs loaded supercardioid shotgun microphone alone is enough to give
me the audio quality i have, so i wonder if you, like me, insist on 64bit float results.
second, i always have stuff going into a different recorder, either from the sound
card or from my interface, by around -50dbfs. i want more than a line out going
into my mixer. i want a line going into a box, and then somehow another box to do
the final output. and if i have the boxes all in a line, then i have to find the best
line out on the line out that is going into the speakers.if the boxes are separate, i
still have to find a line out, but the boxes are easier to move around the room to
find the best line out.this is where it gets complicated. you can tell a binaural audio
plugin from a normal stereo plugin by the way it handles the head-related transfer
functions (hrtfs). binaural plugins generate an hrtf matrix for you that covers the
entire frequency range they are designed to respond to. there are also binaural
drivers (plugins), which are designed to deliver a binaural sound that reflects how
sound is heard in two ears, and there are also ultrasonic drivers, which are mostly
like square boxes — they output an ultrasonic signal in addition to the binaural
signal. if you have a stereo audio out on your computer, and an extra stereo out to
a balanced mixer, then a binaural audio out to your stereo out, you can use the
extra out as a line out, which will get you to your mixer. you can set it up to play
out a binaural track into its new line out. then, you can set the first line out to
bypass, so that the binaural audio you are playing into your speakers is still
coming out of the binaural driver instead of going through the mixer, using the
mixer as a line out. the mixer line out will always be in a special position, using a
left channel splitter plug, so you can’t use it as a regular channel output. so,
binaural plugins don’t work that way, not when you have this sort of setup.
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